
Q1 2015: Smartphone Conversions Are Finally Here… 
But Where are the Android Users?
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Movable Ink’s US Consumer Device Preference Report was first released in 2013 

and provides deep insight into consumers’ adoption and use of smartphones, 

tablets, and desktop computers, and how they engage with email while using 

their preferred devices.

The Q1 2015 US Consumer Device Preference Report focuses on data from 

January 2015 - March 2015 based on 1.5 billion email opens. This edition shows 

that 2015 might be a tipping point for mobile conversions. New research shows 

that smartphones are catching up to desktops when it comes to conversions.

KEY FINDINGS

• Consumers Aren’t Afraid to Convert on Mobile. For a long time, it’s been 

a trope that desktops convert better than mobile devices. In the US, that 

may no longer be the case – in an analysis of 57,986 emails, we found that 

31% of conversions from email occurred on iPhones, compared to 37% on 

desktops. 

• Mobile Opens Are Higher Than Ever. At this point in our research, it’s no 

surprise that mobile email opens keep getting higher. The trend continues, 

with the number of opens on tablets and smartphones reaching 67% of total 

opens. 

• Every State is Mobile-First. In Q1 2015, every state opened more emails 

on mobile devices than on desktops. That said, 10 states still slightly favor 

desktops over smartphones for emails. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• Iphone Users are Less Patient than Android Users. In our Q4 2014 

research, we found that iPhone users are a lot less patient than Android 

users. That trend has continued. In Q1 2015, only 34.7% of iPhone users 

spent 15+ seconds on the average email, compared to 54% of Android 

phone users.  

• Mondays are the Least Mobile. Monday is the least mobile day of the 

week, with 36.8% of opens happening on desktops. Sunday is the most 

mobile day of the week, with tablet opens rising to 19.13% and smartphone 

opens rising to 53.85%. 

• Some Industries are Less Mobile than Others. Nonprofit (52%), financial 

services (44%), automotive (45%), and travel industries (44%) all skewed 

above average for desktop use. Internet services and retail (apparel) 

ranked highest for mobile email opens. 
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EMAIL OPENS BY DEVICE

50.12% 
SMARTPHONE

32.97% 
DESKTOP

In Q4 2014, mobile emails accounted for almost 67% of all email opens. Now, 

that number has risen above 67%. 

67.03% 
OF EMAILS THIS QUARTER WERE 
OPENED ON A MOBILE DEVICE

 56.90% 
 APPLE MOBILE DEVICE

 9.7% 
 ANDROID MOBILE DEVICE

16.91% 
TABLET



EMAIL OPENS BY DEVICE TYPE

6.57% 
ANDROID PHONE

15.61% 
iPAD
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ANDROID TABLET  1.24%

OTHER SMARTPHONE 0.19% 

WINDOWS PHONE  0.17%

KINDLE FIRE  0.06%

EMAIL OPENS BY DEVICE TYPE
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The two most popular mobile devices in the US are Android phones and 

iPhones. Our findings showed that iPhones accounted for 41.29% of all 

opens, compared to 8.46% on Android phones – so it’s clear Apple is still 

the market leader when it comes to smartphones. Tablets showed a similar 

picture, with 1.24% of email opens happening on Android tablets and 15.61% 

of opens happening on iPads. 
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Don’t let anyone tell you that mobile shoppers don’t convert – our conversion 

analysis of more than 50,000 emails showed that more conversions are 

taking place on mobile devices than ever before. While desktops still make up 

36.7% of email conversions, iPhones are catching up, accounting for 31% of 

conversions from email. 

Android users only made up 18.2% of conversions, but that may be skewed 

due to a lower market share in general.  

It’s been the ‘year of mobile’ for a long time now – back in 2012, eMarketer 

found that, even then, mobile commerce made up $24.66 billion, representing 

11% of total eCommerce sales that year. Today, mobile conversions are 

becoming a serious source of revenue for many companies. Consumers have 

been mobile for years – are you?

EMAIL CONVERSIONS BY DEVICE
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EMAIL OPENS BY US STATE

Every quarter, we analyze which devices are favored when it comes to 

opening emails. At the end of 2014, the number of states using desktops over 

smartphones to open emails has fallen to an all-time low, with only 10 states 

slightly favoring desktops.

DESKTOP SMARTPHONE

Heavy Heavy Leaning Leaning

vs.

“Heavy” means that more than 50% of recipients in the state open email on a smartphone or desktop. “Leaning” 

means that fewer than 50% of recipients in the state open email on a smartphone or desktop, but that those devices 

are currently the most widely used in the state (e.g., if desktop had the highest percentage of opens when compared to 

smartphones and tablets, but not the combination of the two, the state is labeled as “Leaning desktop.”)
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EMAIL OPENS BY TIME OF DAY
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EMAIL OPENS BY VERTICAL
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Some industries are far less mobile than others. Nonprofit (52%), financial services (44%), 

automotive (45%), and travel industries (44%) all skewed above average for desktop use. This 

may be due to slower adoption rates, regulation, and simple content: a nonprofit newsletter or 

bank statement is a lot harder to read on a small screen than an offer on a new pair of shoes.  SMARTPHONE DESKTOP TABLET
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ABOUT THE REPORT

METHODOLOGY 

Charts are based on data collected through Movable Ink’s contextual marketing 

platform between January 1 – March 30, 2015. They reflect aggregate statistics 

across Movable Ink’s customer base, which includes more than 250 enterprise 

B2C marketers from the retail, travel, financial, media, and telecommunications 

industries and account for 1.2 billion email opens across the country. Because 

determining email opens requires images to the load, the percentages for some 

devices might be over or underrepresented. 

CONTACT 

For media inquiries, questions, or feedback on this report, please contact:

Research Team

research@movableink.com
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ABOUT MOVABLE INK

Founded in 2010, Movable Ink pioneered the application of contextual marketing to email. Movable Ink clients can 

use any email service provider to deliver dynamic content that changes, in real-time, according to the context of 

each individual customer. More than 250 innovative brands including The Wall Street Journal, eBay, Finish Line, and 

Saks Fifth Avenue use Movable Ink to Market in the Moment and optimize their email campaigns to drive ROI. The 

company is headquartered in New York City with an office in London.

To learn more about Movable Ink, visit movableink.com or reach out to us directly at contact@movableink.com or 

1-800-270-6033.
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facebook.com/movableink

linkedin.com/company/movableink


